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ERCOT Electric Demand  (typical summer day)
ERCOT Base kWh
Our Benchmark is the Power Grid
Not Clean!
Reliability Trending the Wrong Way























RESILIENCY RELIABILITY COST 
EFFECTIVE
CLEAN 70%
Cost Effective but Dirty!
Efficiency is Delivering Results!




















3:00 6:00 9:00 12:00 15:00 18:00 21:00 23:59
Demand Curve 10% Energy Efficiency
10% EE kWh ERCOT Base kWh Linear (10% EE kWh)





RESILIENCY RELIABILITY COST 
EFFECTIVE
CLEAN 99.75%









3:00 6:00 9:00 12:00 15:00 18:00 21:00 23:59
ERCOT Electric Demand  (typical summer day)
ERCOT Base kWh PV Sunny PV Rainy
Opportunities and Limitations with PV





RESILIENCY RELIABILITY COST 
EFFECTIVE
CLEAN 50%
Energy Storage is the Missing Key
Multiple Benefits of Electric Storage









RESILIENCY RELIABILITY COST 
EFFECTIVE
CLEAN 70%
Let’s keep it moving forward!
Distributed Generation (DG)
Fuel Cells 
Quiet, no moving parts, 
clean, can be efficient, but 
are expensive.
Microturbines
Clean, can be efficient in 
Cogen and Trigen.
Reliable, cost effective in 
Cogen and Trigen modes.
Waste Heat to Power - ORC
Quiet, no moving parts, clean, 
free fuel, but are expensive in 
the short term.
Grid Only (No DG)
Grid + DG (No Thermal)
DG + Thermal
DG + Thermal + Cooling




RESILIENCY RELIABILITY COST 
EFFECTIVE
CLEAN 85%
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